Why take chances with open miters on your door frames? Timely’s patented MiterGard® helps assure a tight fit every time. At lower cost, too.

The key to it all is MiterGard’s uniquely designed built-in corner piece. One section of the ‘L-shaped’ component is factory attached to the vertical door frame casing and the other section slides securely into the header casing for a perfect fit. This guarantees MiterGard’s use and effectiveness and provides an integrated corner that is stronger and more accurate.

MiterGard also provides greater protection against open miters caused by future building movement.

And when installed according to instructions, open miters caused by installation errors can be prevented.

Installers never need to contend with easy-to-lose separate corner pieces resulting in faster installations and labor cost savings. The MiterGard is available exclusively on Timely’s prefinished steel door frames, Model TA-8.

Get full details today!